Digital Summer Scholarship Fellowship Mid-Point Check-in

Thank you for taking the time to complete this short survey now that we have reached the midpoint of the DSSF summer program. Your feedback is helpful to the library committee and allows us to change the second half of the program as needed.

The survey includes 10 questions and should take between 5-10 minutes to complete.

**Digital Scholarship Tools**

How have the workshops impacted your project plan and research so far into the Fellowship?

Are there topics, tools, or skills you would like to see covered that are not on the schedule/syllabus?

Which workshops have been the most beneficial for your project?

What other comments about the workshop would you like to share with the committee?

**Research**

How have the meetings with your librarian partner supported your project work? Are there ways in which these meetings could be improved?

How would you describe your research process so far?

How has your original project proposal changed since the program started?

Are there parts of your research where you feel you’re struggling? Is there other support/help the program could provide?

**Community of Practice**

The Fellowship aims to develop a sense of community among the DSSFs through shared housing, lunch conversations, sharing/planning sessions, etc. Do you think this is happening yet? What ideas, if any, do you have for how to create and/or strengthen the sense of community?

Do you have any other comments that you would like for us to consider for the next half of the Fellowship?
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